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We are going to learn about…

Medieval 

society

Sacred 

music

Nonsacred 

music
Instruments Notation



Before starting, let’s have a look to some examples of medieval

art



MEDIEVAL SOCIETY

is a period that started in the 5th
century and finished in the 14th century.

It is divided into two periods:

Ars antiqua: instability and wars.

Ars nova: peace and welfare. The first towns are founded.



Medieval society was divided into three main groups:

Kings and noblemen

churchmen

peasants



We are going to learn about churchmen and noblemen music.

Peasants were so busy working that they hadn’t enough time 

to compound music.

They sometimes practised music but they couldn’t write nor 

read!



Churchmen sang a special music called

GREGORIAN CHANT

•It was created for ceremonial use (the mass).

•It was monophonic (all monks sang the same melody).

•The lyrics were in Latin.

•Authors were anonimous.

•There were no instruments (a capella).

•It was a very relaxing music.

•Its purpose was to glorify God.

LISTEN TO SOME EXAMPLES!

SACRED SACRED MUSIC



NONSACRED MUSIC

Troubadors were noblemen who sang

SECULAR SONGS

•They were monophonic.

•They were accompanied by instruments.

•Troubadors were professional musicians.

•The language of the troubadors was Occitan (langue d’oc).

•Typical subjects of troubador songs were war, chilvary and courtly love.

NONSACRED MUSIC



Around the end of the ninth century, singers in monasteries began experimenting with

adding another part to the chant, generally a voice in parallel.

This was called ORGANUM.

Music became POLYPHONIC.



STRING INSTRUMENTS

citole

fiddle harp

lute
psaltery

INSTRUMENTS



WIND INSTRUMENTS

bagpipe

crumhorn

flute

recorder



PERCUSSION INSTRUMENTS

nakirs

Side-drums
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